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Runs Start  8pm  Tuesdays – Visitors Always Welcome *** 
Grand Master : Tosser 
Joint Masters : George, Doner & Kung Foo Panda 
Hare Raiser : Naked Chef 
YPO : Spanish Mistress 
Hash Cash : Sausage 
Horn                                                : Tequil’Over 
On Sec : Simon 
Scribe : Ding a Ling 
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Run : 1672 26th April 2016 
Hare : Worzel RIPLEY 
Start : The Jovial Sailor, Portsmouth Rd, Ripley, Woking GU23 6EZ 
Dir’ns : A3 Ripley turn off. Travel through Ripley and at far end pub on left. 

On-On : The Jovial Sailor 

 

Run : 1673    3rd May 2016 
Hare : Spanish Mistress and Soden Assets ENGLEFIELD GREEN 
Start : The Bailiwick, Wick Lane. TW20 0HN 

Dir’ns 
: Jctn 13 M25 take A30 south to main rbout, go over ( 2nd exit) onto Egham Bypass 

A30.  Straight over next Rbout - Egham Hill. Over traffic lights at Royal Holloway 
College and next right Wick Road and pub on right   

On-On : The Baliwick 

 

Run : 1674 10th May 2016 
Hare : Wasser CLAYGATE 
Start : The Foley Arms , Hare Lane KT10 0LZ 
Dir’ns  From Esher take Claremont Lane A244 towards the A3 . At traffic light go left onto 

Mlbourne Lane. Follow road to junction at Swan Pub and then keep right into Hare 
Lane. Follow road as it bears to right and pub on right. 

On-On : The Foley Arms  

 

Run : 1675                           17th May 2016 
Hare : Doner LEATHERHEAD  
Start : The Edmund Tylney High Street, KT22 8AW 
Dir’ns : From M25 J9 take A243 S towards Leatherhead / Dorking. At 2nd roundabout, on 

Leatherhead bypass where A24 joins A243, take 3rd Epsom Road towards 
Leatherhead. No car entry to High Street so park in one of the public car parks 
around town 

On-On : The Edmund Tylney  

 

Run : 1676       24th May 2016 
Hare : Top Man and Naked Chef EPSOM 
Start : The Jolly Coopers, Wheelers Lane KT18 7SD 
Dir’ns : From M25 Jctn 9 take A243 Kingston Rd towards Chessington.  At Malden Rushett 

traffic lights turn right into Rushett Lane. Continue towards Epsom and before 
entering town centre take right turn (by green )–Stamford Green Rd. Past The 
Cricketers and pub on left. 

On-On : The Jolly Coopers 
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1667 Andy  @ The Percy Arms, Chilworth 22/03/2016 
 
As we arrived at 8 o’clock everybody was ready to go and there was no waiting.  After my shoes were on, we were 
off.  As soon as I realised that Andy the Stinging Nettle (SN) was the hare I guessed it would be an ‘ultra’ hash.  ‘Oh 
no’ I thought, ‘ it’s going to be very long evening’.  Dad made me hash with Guildford on the Monday and will make 
me hash with Barnes tomorrow on Wednesday.  Apparently hashing is good for the sole!  No idea what that means, 
it just seems to wear out the soles on my very expensive trainers!  Talking of which, there are 3 types of trainers, 
running shoes, bought only from running shops which need to be tried on, videoed in motion on the treadmill and 
are thus very expensive.  Second there are ‘pub’ trainers which have to be the very latest fashion statement and 
thus are very expensive.  And finally there are ‘Dad’ trainers which are bought online, are at least 2 seasons old, 
look rubbish and cost nothing!  Also on the other hashs we run on, if you wear new shoes you have to drink beer 
out of them at the end during down downs.  I have mixed feeling about that, at 15 I am becoming keen on access to 
beer but it would depend on where we had run on whether or not I would drink willingly from my trainers no 
matter how new. 
 
SN said it’s very hilly and not too long but he didn’t tell us there would be a grand total of 3 checks throughout the 
whole route. He also told us that there was a technical bit in the middle which we later worked was code for; even 
longer and even hillier. On the other hand I was pleasantly surprised with the ‘on sit’.  On the way out, Golden 
B*&%$£s won the tumbling tosser award for pilling in near the old ruin (that’s not one of our senior hashers, or is 
it?).  Apparently multi- tasking like running and looking where you are going is a struggle.  We ran up the whole 
time, a bench was available at the on-sit,  it is said that the view from there is really nice but it wasn’t visible at 
night.  We were either really late or SN was playing with us – ‘look what you could have seen’!   
The pack became split, those who ran up hills (not much choice as explained ealier it was up or nothing till the end) 
and those who thought up-running was a bit brash.  In the on-up club, there were, for most the run, only 4 people 
alongside me. They were renamed as the ‘advanced party’.  However,they were overtaken by some shortcutters 
(lost) near the end.  This brought the pack closer together.  
 
Back in the pub it was very pleasant.  They kept bringing in the chips, I must have shared 3 bowls with some mayo 
and a drank a small shandy  :).  SN eventually came back, he ran the route backwards looking for his missing 
hashers only to find they had managed to avoid his search and find their own way home.  
I Enjoyed the run a lot and I think Andy did a very good job. The route was very clearly marked but I must 
recommend the use of checks and flats to taunt the front runners and keep us together.  On the other hand those 
back to the pub first do get more chips so….. 

 

1668 Simon & Dave @ The Pelican, Addlestone 29/03/2016 
 
Just about the entire membership of WH3 turned out to hare this run. Well, 3 of them anyway and there's a joke in 
there somewhere. Something along the lines of “How many men does it take to …. etc.    Well, we know the answer 
now if the question is “A run” but as to what they were all doing, now that we will leave for another day. 
A goodly turnout for this return to the birthplace of WH3. If you are too young to know about that, get hold of that 
old timer Master Bates, aka as Lord Letchfield, and ask him. His memory is not bad when he's having a good day 
and provided you get him before he's drunk too much of his second pint. But, never ask him before he's got that 
2nd pint in his hand otherwise it'll cost you. 
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Anyway, the run. It never rains on the righteous and so a thoroughly wet and miserable day gave way to dryness at 
8. In the sky at least if not underfoot. Certainly not underfoot. The quagmire along the Wey Navigation towpath 
gave way to to the swamps of Hamm Court and thence to the bayous of Chertsea Meads. Slipping and sliding along 
the banks of the Bourne, and there were a few slithers there. Tumbling Tossers they might be called on other 
hashes but that would be disrespectful to the GM. And so back to the Pelican in fact in good order and good time. 
All professed to have enjoyed the run, or those that didn't charge off in a huff with a soggy bottom. And the pub / 
hares looked after us. Good beer and bountiful chips. What more could a hasher ask of a Tuesday night 
 

 

1669 Tight Git @ The Winning Horse, Claygate 05/04/2016 
 
On a slightly chilly Spring evening, runners appeared from all parts despite the burst water main, in the High Street.  
Even a pub without the hint of a sign outside !  Malcolm, Rupert, Trevor, Louise & Geoff, Neil, all the top brass were 
here, even Agent Provocateur Len, and many more. This is a tough area to set a run, a bit nondescript, but Tight Git 
imaginative as ever, took us off into the darkness, torches flashing and no fallers tonight. We ran all round Esher 
Commons, Arbrook Lane, and even on the in trail, we were taken up Telegraph Hill, and nearly off to Chessington !  
However, safely back in the 70’s style pub with décor from the 70’s, and the fishtank and carpet, we munched our 
way through crisps and Tribute Ale from Cornish brewers, much  appreciated. Andrew and son Pocket Rocket were 
racing round. Spanish Mistress & Sodden Assets were in town, plus Jo, who is off to Scotland next week and even 
Andy and son Billy, plus Dingaling returned refreshed from the Phuket sunshine and ladies !! A very good run Giles ! 
Daffodils aplenty and Spring has sprung…..Don’t miss next week in Horsell. On On…. 
 

 

1670 Kerry & Tracy @ The Cricketers, Horsell        12/04/2016 
 

Weybridge Hashers had a treat tonight, The….. Kerry & Tracy Show was in town. We arrived at The Cricketers to 
find the biggest Quiz night ever….. So, we got told by K & T said ‘Right You lot’  off you go for a 10K run, and then 
we will give you ……what was it ?  Oh yes….FREE beer and chips….so off we went. Visitors tonight were Hanging 
About from North Hampshire Hash, great to see you. Ruth was back from the fleshpots of Delhi, sorry I meant Food 
Shops…. Sodden Assets Mark is busy building a Shepherds Hut by the Thames…..anything for  money !!   Pig Pen 
Matt apparently was here, on the run, but not seen in the pub ??  A supa dupa run, whisking us off into woodland 
to start, and taking us all over the shop past lakes, even into the centre of Woking’s Jubilee Walk.  Back over the 
river Wey and a cleverly constructed and adventurous route, (apparently set on their bikes) was complete. The pub 
was heaving, but we did not care, we were given the old part of the pub next to the Ladies, which pleased Tosser 
no end.  Lo and behold, fat chips did cometh……..yummy ! Kung Foo Panda, Great Bear & Sausage were also seen 
loitering by the Ladies ??  Poor Dingaling was just missing his sexy Thai girlfriend…..again. A funny old night, our 
Star Ladies Kerry & Tracy delivered…………no surprise there….a top run girls ! Thankyou.   Here’s to the next 
one…On   On……..Great Bookham next week 
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1671 Kung Foo Panda @ Ye Olde Windsor Castle, Great Bookham 
 

19/04/2016 
 

And so to Great Bookham for Kung Foo Panda’s marathon. A good sized pack turned up along with Great Bear in his 
shiny new motor and KFP promised us a short run. Most of WH3 know that short is a term that can be open to 
interpretation! So off we set along roads weaving our way through the burbs of Great Bookham then across 
Bookham Common and straying in to Little Bookham (no idea where the city limits of Great and Little are!) The 
route was nicely laid and kept the pack together. Before we knew it the pub could clearly be seen so no word of a 
lie that this was indeed a short run (thus a short run write up!) by KFP standards. Excellent chips of all shapes, sizes 
and varieties where laid on with a couple of members from the Surrey hash (Chunderos & Tequil'over) turning up 
to swell numbers. Onon 
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WH3 now has their own Smartphone App. It'll keep you up-to-date with your favourite team's news, 

events, schedules and much more. 
 

To get the full features of your teams App you need to download Team App onto your smartphone. 
Download Team App here (http://teamapp.com/app). Its FREE. 

 
Launch Team App. 

Then: 
1. Sign-up to Team App. You'll be sent an email to confirm your registration. 

2. Log in. Then search for WH3 and request access to group(s) that apply to you. 
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